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Full-waveform LiDAR (FWL) decomposition results often act as the basis for key LiDAR-derived products,
for example canopy height, biomass and carbon pool estimation, leaf area index calculation and under
canopy detection. To date, the prevailing method for FWL product creation is the Gaussian
Decomposition (GD) based on a non-linear Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) optimization for Gaussian node
parameter estimation. GD follows a ‘‘greedy” approach that may leave weak nodes undetected, merge
multiple nodes into one or separate a noisy single node into multiple ones. In this manuscript, we pro-
pose an alternative decomposition method called Linearly Approximated Iterative Gaussian
Decomposition (LAIGD method). The novelty of the LAIGD method is that it follows a multi-step
‘‘slow-and-steady” iterative structure, where new Gaussian nodes are quickly discovered and adjusted
using a linear fitting technique before they are forwarded for a non-linear optimization. Two experiments
were conducted, one using real full-waveform data from NASA’s land, vegetation, and ice sensor (LVIS)
and another using synthetic data containing different number of nodes and degrees of overlap to assess
performance in variable signal complexity. LVIS data revealed considerable improvements in RMSE
(44.8% lower), RSE (56.3% lower) and rRMSE (74.3% lower) values compared to the benchmark GD
method. These results were further confirmed with the synthetic data. Furthermore, the proposed
multi-step method reduces execution times in half, an important consideration as there are plans for glo-
bal coverage with the upcoming Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation LiDAR sensor on the
International Space Station.
� 2017 International Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing, Inc. (ISPRS). Published by Elsevier

B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Airborne laser scanning (ALS), also referred to as LiDAR or laser
radar, offers promising capabilities in a wide variety of environ-
mental applications (Mallet and Bretar, 2009). Compared with tra-
ditional photogrammetry surveying techniques, laser scanner
observes through the land cover and achieves the vertical profiles
of its target in-depth. By means of radiative transfer theory, the
shapes of echoes could potentially be translated into the geometric
distribution and physical properties of different object layers or
surfaces along the track (Wagner et al., 2006). While several stud-
ies have offered global land cover products (Grekousis et al., 2015)
and land cover classification methods have been evaluated
(Khatami et al., 2016) LiDAR data offer additional land cover mon-
itoring capabilities.
The detection ability of a LiDAR system is dependent on a range
of factors. A fully recorded backscattered waveform allows more
control and flexibility in processing the interaction history of trans-
mitted pulses. Thereby, full-waveform LiDAR, which provides full
records of echoes, provides increased opportunity to discover and
understand the structural diversity of land cover surfaces.
Researchers have successfully used mathematical tools to interpret
study areas as different land cover surfaces by separating echoes
from LiDAR full-waveform. Structural properties of different land
surfaces could be understood from the shape and position of each
echo (Wagner et al., 2006). One example sensor is the airborne
Land, Vegetation, and Ice Sensor (LVIS). LVIS is typically flown at
an altitude that results in footprint diameter of 10–25 m, and the
space-borne ICESat (Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite) cap-
tures footprints of 70 m in diameter (Drake et al., 2002). Full-
waveform LiDAR is particularly interesting because of its’ ability
to penetrate canopy and reach the ground. This advantage is signif-
icant in observing regions with dense vegetation, where only few
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out of several thousand returns may be reflected from the ground
(Blair and Hofton, 1999a).

These penetrating characteristics have lead remote sensing of
full-waveform LiDAR detection to a broad range of applications.
The dominant domain has been forestry applications, for a review
see Wulder et al. (2012). Depending on the applied spatial scale,
applications include segmenting individual tree crowns (Persson
et al., 2002; Reitberger et al., 2008a; Liu et al., 2015; Strîmbu and
Strîmbu, 2015), classifying vegetation species (Ranson et al.,
2004; Reitberger et al., 2008b) and separating vegetation from
non-vegetation classes (Ducic et al., 2006). Another common appli-
cation resides in biomass estimation using exclusively LiDAR data
(Ahmed et al., 2013; Montesano et al., 2013; Zhuang et al., 2015) or
fusion with other sensors (Swatantran et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2011;
Montesano et al., 2014), as well as biomass dynamics over time
(Hudak et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2013). Extensive efforts have been
placed in vertical structure identification, including top height and
ground peak identification (Sun and Ranson, 2000; Yu et al., 2004;
Harding et al., 2001; Lefsky et al., 1999; Lim et al., 2003; Castillo-
Núñez et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2014; Zhuang and Mountrakis,
2014a, 2014b; Sullivan et al., 2014; Castillo et al., 2012; Hancock
et al., 2011; Hayashi et al., 2013; Chen, 2010). Other application
domains include urban areas (Jutzi and Stilla, 2003; Jutzi and
Stilla, 2005a, 2005b; Gong et al., 2011; Mallet et al., 2011; Slota,
2015; Alexander et al., 2010), ice studies (Schenk et al., 2014; Yi
et al., 2015), leaf area index estimation (Tang et al., 2012, 2014,
2016), bathymetric studies (Wang et al., 2015), power line surveys
(Matikainen et al., 2016). Studies also investigated specific applica-
tions of small-footprint full waveform data (Wagner, 2010; Höfle
et al., 2012; Fieber et al., 2015) along with fusion with hyperspec-
tral data (Wang and Glennie, 2015; Suomalainen et al., 2011) and
compression of the high volume full waveform data (Jóźków
et al., 2014).

From interpolation perspective, the returned waveforms are
typically modeled by mathematical equations. In most cases,
echoes are approximated as separate Gaussian functions, which
could be interpreted as the convoluted product between a system
waveform (assumed to be of Gaussian shape with a calibrated
width) and a surface scattering function (Wagner et al., 2006).
The backscattered full-waveforms, which could also be interpreted
as echoes of active LiDAR light source from different objects, are
then decomposed into the sum of several separate Gaussian nodes.
Persson et al. (2005) proposed a waveform processing method
based on the Expectation-Maximization algorithm (EM)
(Dempster et al., 1977). This algorithm optimizes the parameters
of each Gaussian node by using a two-stage iteration, namely E
step & M step. The expectation of the likelihood is computed in E
step and then used in M step to get maximized. After the initial val-
ues (including the number of Gaussian components and shape
parameters) are predicted and inserted into the algorithm, the pro-
cess would be repeated until the likelihood expectation stops
increasing. Hofton et al. (2000) proposed to apply Levenberg-
Marquardt (LM) optimization in precisely estimating the parame-
ters of Gaussian nodes. The initial estimates of Gaussian function
parameters are predicted by zero-crossing features of first and sec-
ond derivatives. During the prediction process, a filtering step and
a selection step are carried out to increase the accuracy of initial
values and to ensure the significance of each Gaussian node. How-
ever, like any non-linear optimization process, selection of initial
parameters and local maxima trapping often restrict LM optimiza-
tion from achieving the best fit. Furthermore, coarse peak detection
as they discussed is sometimes incapable of detecting weak nodes
hidden in other overlapping nodes. To solve this problem, Chauve
et al. (2007) proposed an iterative approach, in which new Gaus-
sian nodes are detected and added from the difference between
the raw and simulated waveforms. However, the bias from opti-
mized parameters could sometimes bring too many peaks in the
produced residual waveform, which may lead to redundant nodes,
inaccurate fitting and low computational efficiency. Wang et al.
(2013) achieved signal decomposition using wavelets and it was
tested on GLAS data. Other Gaussian-based decomposition meth-
ods have been proposed (Harding and Carabajal, 2005; Duong
et al., 2008) along with more generalized functions (Mallet and
Bretar, 2009) or localization techniques (Roncat et al., 2011).
Jutzi and Stilla (2006) and Wang et al. (2009) investigated convo-
lution in the time domain as a means of signal decomposition.

In this paper, we propose an iterative method, named linearly
approximated iterative Gaussian decomposition (LAIGD), to
improve Gaussian decomposition of backscattered full-waveforms
in terms of accuracy and execution time. Our hypothesis is that an
additional iterative linear fitting step before a non-linear LM opti-
mization steps would improve LiDAR signal decomposition over
the existing prevailing method using non-linear LM optimization
only.

2. Methods

2.1. Approach overview

A challenge of signal un-mixing models is to discover as many
weak Gaussian nodes while reducing identification of non-
existent redundant nodes. Hofton et al. (2000) proposed a
Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) based optimization for parameter esti-
mation on detected Gaussian nodes. Initial Gaussian node param-
eters are optimized by a final non-negative gradient descent
adjustment, the LM optimization. However, LM optimizer might
be stuck in a locally optimized state due to insufficient or biased
initial parameters. A Gaussian mixture, in this case, might be fitted
as the summation of several Gaussian nodes of incorrect standard
deviations and centroids. The estimated Gaussian mixture some-
times includes a higher number than the correct Gaussian node
count due to over-fitting, which considerably reduces the accuracy
performance. However, with closer initial estimated Gaussian node
parameters, the un-controlled LM optimization might not only
adjust the Gaussian parameters towards higher accuracy, but
may be able to detect Gaussian nodes which initially were not dis-
covered. In this paper, we propose a novel method to generate ini-
tial parameters before the LM optimization process takes place.
The proposed method increases the chance to discover hidden
nodes while reducing the chance of generating repeated nodes.
In doing so, the initial parameter values are closer to the optimal
values thus improving fitting accuracy and reduced execution
time.

2.2. Processing details

We decompose the backscattered waveform signal (a time-
series 1D point sequence yðtÞ) into the sum of several different
Gaussian functions characterized by amplitude ai, centroid ci and
standard deviation di. The fitted Gaussian mixture model could
be represented in the form

y ¼ f ðxÞ ¼
Xn

i¼1

aie�ðx�ciÞ2=2d2i ð1Þ

The proposed LAIGD method iteratively calculates and adjusts
the number of Gaussian functions n and their parameters
fai; ci; dig in the fitting function, such that the root-mean-square
error (RMSE) between the raw time-series waveform and the
sum of Gaussian functions is minimized. The RMSE measurement
is expressed as
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e ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
T

XT
k¼1

ðf ðtkÞ � ykÞ2
vuut ð2Þ

where T indicates the number of sampling points tk from the fitted
waveform.

The following criteria are followed to restrict and evaluate the
fitting process (Hofton et al., 2000):

a. The standard deviation of simulated Gaussian nodes should
be no less than the standard deviation of the transmitted
Gaussian pulse.

b. The fitted waveform is accepted only when the standard
deviation of the fitting error is less than three times the stan-
dard deviation of the background noise signal within the
observed waveform.

Our proposed pipeline are presented in the flowchart of Fig. 1.
Three major steps take place in the following order: Waveform
Pre-processing Spre, Iterative Linear Fitting Slin and Non-linear Fit-
ting Snlin. In Waveform Pre-processing Spre, the noisy input wave-
form is analyzed so that active low-frequency echoes are
smoothened and steady background noise is reduced in high fre-
quency. From the Iterative Linear Fitting step Slin, a wide range of
Gaussian nodes are tested and a good approximation of the final
Gaussian parameters are chosen. In Non-linear Fitting Snlin, the
Gaussian nodes selected from Slin are fed into a final non-linear
optimizer. A conditional final node fitting step is followed as the
final step to potentially discover new nodes from residuals.

2.2.1. Waveform pre-processing step Spre
The returned waveform signals are often mixed with white

Gaussian background noise of relatively steady standard deviation,
where only a small proportion is considered as the actively
returned waveform. During this pre-processing step, waveforms
are segmented with a threshold criterion, where the active echo
signals and steady background noise signals are separated. The
active echo signals are those points with responses three times
greater than the standard deviation of the background noise. The
steady background noise signals are considered as the beginning
and ending segments of the waveform signals, which are between
the transmitted pulse and active echo signal. The active echo sig-
nals are then smoothed by a triangle filter of a standard deviation
of twice as much as the standard deviation of the transmitted
LiDAR pulse.

2.2.2. Iterative linear fitting step Slin
Initially in our waveform fitting, we assumed that each Gaus-

sian node is superimposed on a complete or a piecewise first-
order linear function (a straight line segment). We detect nodes
and generate their initial parameters in the step of Initial Gaussian
Node Parameterization Slin 1. These detected Gaussian nodes are
then assumed to be superimposed on the response from its adja-
cent Gaussian nodes with certain curvatures. Based on the amount
of deformation each detected node received from its neighbors, we
adjust these node subsequently with a linear algorithm in an opti-
mized order. We call these steps the Linear Fitting Procedure Slin 2.
Residuals are then computed between the simulated waveform
and the pre-processed waveform, and fed back to the Linear Fitting
Procedure Slin 2 until no Gaussian node could be detected. The
whole iterative step is called the Iterative Linear Fitting Step Slin.
These adjusted nodes would eventually be used in the non-linear
fine optimization stage Snlin.

2.2.2.1. Initial Gaussian node parameterization Slin 1. Depending on
the amplitude of Gaussian nodes along with their relative
positions, each Gaussian center node would either show up as
a local/global maximum or be obscured by the high responses
from its adjacent nodes. During the node search process (i.e. cen-
ter location identification), our method only considers the local
maxima along with their nearby ranges as a waveform segment
to parameterize each node. The range of each node (i.e. length in
time) is computed from the derivatives of smoothed waveform
generated by pre-processing step Spre. At first, closest inflection
point pair (zero crossing point of second derivative) is detected
around local maximum (black dots in Fig. 2). The beginning
and ending points of the range are set for cropping when the
absolute slope value of each goes below one fifth of their corre-
sponding inflection point. The one fifth value was empirically
assigned to include the majority of the Gaussian node while pre-
venting inclusion of adjacent Gaussian nodes. In Fig. 2 the range
of the left node is the portion of the waveform between the two
red triangles. For each node, its corresponding range is identified
as above and only the waveform in this range is used for further
parameterization for that node. In the example of Fig. 2, only the
waveform between the two red triangles will be cropped and
used for parameterization of the node centered at 50 ns.

Our working assumption is that the node parameters
fai; ci; dig could be estimated by looking at the positions and
intensity of the inflection point pairs (xinflpt:left ; yinflpt:left) and
(xinflpt:right ; yinflpt:right) and adding a constant offset to simulate
potential mixed Gaussians. The constant number 0.393 in equa-
tion (5) is the ratio from the Gaussian response difference
between centroid and one standard deviation position to the
Gaussian response of centroid ði:e:1� expð�0:5ÞÞ. Variable yci is
the response of node i at center c.

di ¼ jxinflpt:right � xinflpt:leftj=2 ð3Þ

ci ¼ ðxinflpt:left þ xinflpt:rightÞ=2 ð4Þ

ai ¼ ðyci � ðyinflpt:left þ yinflpt:rightÞ=2Þ=0:393 ð5Þ
In cases where significant mixing between nodes exists, the

identification of symmetrical inflection points from both sides
may not be available. To compensate, we assume the Gaussian
bell shape is preserved only on a single side and only that side
should be used in initial parameter estimation. The amplitude
ai, standard deviation di and centroid position ci are then
given by

ai ¼ ðyLc:Max � yInflection pt:Þ=0:393 ð6Þ

di ¼ jxLc:Max � xInflection pt:j ð7Þ

ci ¼ xLc:Max ð8Þ
where xLc:Max and yLc:Max are position and intensity values of the local
maxima point. xInflection pt: and yInflection pt: are the position and inten-
sity of the inflection point on their corresponding side. To decide
if we should perform initial Gaussian node parameterization Slin 1

only using a single side or both sides from a peak point, we take
advantage of the symmetrical property of a Gaussian distribution
by examining two sets of variables:

i. Horizontal distance between local maxima point and the
closest inflection points on two sides of the local maxima.

Dxleft ¼ jxLc:Max � xInflection pt:leftj ð9Þ

Dxright ¼ jxLc:Max � xInflection pt:rightj ð10Þ
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ii. Mean intensity on two segments

½xLc:Max �minðDxleft;DxrightÞ; xLc:Max� and
½xLc:Max; xLc:Max þminðDxleft;DxrightÞ�. They are denoted as

yleft ¼ y½xLc:Max �minðDxleft;DxrightÞ; xLc:Max� ð11Þ

Fig. 1. Flowchart
yright ¼ y½xLc:Max ;xLc:MaxþminðDxleft ;Dxright Þ� ð12Þ
When either Dxleft or Dxright is smaller than the empirical value of

two thirds of the other, we assume that the node of this waveform
segment is asymmetrical. The side of the lower values between yleft



Fig. 2. Local segmentation of the Gaussian component.
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and yright would be used along with Eqs. (6)–(8) in the initial
parameterization. On the other hand, when Dxleft and Dxright are
close enough (exclusive from the condition above), Eqs. (3)–(5)
would be used on the cropped waveform, thus including both
sides.

2.2.2.2. Redundant node reduction. Node removal takes place to
address two issues: (1) a node with very weak responses, (2) a
node with nearby very similar nodes. In the first case, a Gaussian
node is removed if its area is smaller than three percent of the area
under the complete input waveform. The threshold value of 3% is
balancing noise removal with actual response preservation. To
avoid the latter case new node candidates are compared with all
previously detected nodes. The pairs with both standard deviation
ratios between [0.5, 2], and relative centroid distance under 1.5 are
recognized as node pairs of high similarity. These two thresholds
are empirically set to reduce the likelihood of over-interpreting
the observed waveform by minimizing the number of Gaussians
needed for the decomposition. Similar criteria have been men-
tioned in Chauve et al. (2007). The node candidate included in this
pair is therefore not added. Relative centroid distance Dcent is
defined as:

Dcent ¼ jci � cjj
maxðdi; djÞ ð13Þ
2.2.2.3. Linear adjustment of detected nodes Slin 2. The estimated
parameters from Slin 1 are generated based on the assumption that
each Gaussian node during the fitting process is superimposed on a
first-order linear function (straight-line segment). However, the
bell shape of a Gaussian node is sometimes strongly deformed by
the response of other Gaussian nodes, especially from the range
of high curvature. Initial parameter estimates from these deformed
Gaussian shapes might mislead the optimizer into a state of local
maxima error, which generates inaccurate Gaussian node esti-
mates. Even though iterative non-linear optimization is designed
to optimize biased initial parameters and discover the hidden
nodes from parameter optimization, shape deformation sometimes
cause excessive initial parameters and lead non-linear optimiza-
tion to an over-fitted solution, which includes incorrect Gaussian
Node estimates and significantly higher execution time.

To address this, a quick adjustment is incorporated in the fitted
Gaussian nodes by simulating the superimposed response from
adjacent Gaussian nodes. The simulated response substitutes the
linear function with a curve. The retained Gaussian features help
fine-tune the initial estimation of each Gaussian node.

Specifically, the method subtracts the fitted single Gaussian
waveforms from the complete input signal. At this stage, the resid-
ual contains bias of adjacent nodes, waveform of the component
which is currently being adjusted and sometimes undiscovered
nodes. The method segments the un-deformed portion of the com-
ponent currently being adjusted, which is a bell-shaped peak close
to its current center. Parameters fai; ci; dig are then re-estimated by
using a non-negative least-square Gaussian fitting technique, or, if
the condition for the previous choice is not satisfied, by using the
derivative features method involving the inflection points dis-
cussed earlier.

The choice of which fitting method as we mentioned above is
made by considering the following cases. When a single Gaussian
node in the local segment is only added on a weak response, the
method assumes that this local segment contains a Gaussian node
along with random noise. Non-negative least-square Gaussian fit-
ting is applied on the segment to solve for the standard deviation,
where amplitude and centroid could be identified directly from
the shape. Specifically, when the response of any local range
point is below the response of the local maxima point yLc:Max,
but above one fifth of yLc:Max, the waveform signal between this
point and the local maxima point would be used in the non-
negative least-square Gaussian fitting. However, if both of the
local range points are below yLc:Max, we would use the side with
lower yleft or yright as the segmented signal for least-square fitting.
The one fifth criterion was selected to crop the signal to a curve,
which includes the inflection points (1 sigma away from cen-
troid). The Gaussian curve of responses below one fifth approxi-
mates a straight line, which does not provide useful shape
information to recover the initial descriptor of Gaussian functions.

The least-square fitting converts a non-linear Gaussian relation
into a linear relation as shown in Eq. (14) below, so traditional non-
negative least-square fitting could be used.

ð2 � d2nÞ � log
y
an

¼ �ðx� cnÞ2 ð14Þ

The position xLc:Max and response yLc:Max of the local maxima
point are used in Eqs. (4) and (5) to calculate the centroid cn and
amplitude an of this node and solve the equation for standard devi-
ation dn. On the other hand, if the Gaussian peak is superimposed
on a high response, Eqs. (6) and (8) are used.

In the linear adjustment procedure mentioned above, not all
Gaussian nodes are strongly impacted by their neighbors. It is
important to evaluate the severity of deformation from the
response of the adjacent node, order these factors and apply
adjustments based on this order.

We evaluate the deformation impact of each node pair by look-
ing at the overlapping range of adjacent nodes. We notice that a
low response is usually observed in the range between 1.75 and
3.5 standard deviations from the Gaussian center, which possesses
high curvature values. This range is hence more prone to introduce
deformation to their adjacent nodes. We also found that inflection
point detection, which is used to initially estimate the parameters
of Gaussian nodes, is significantly affected when current node is
within a standard deviation away from its adjacent Gaussian cen-
ter. Based on these facts, the following procedure is designed and
implemented to estimate the deformation impact on each node.
In Fig. 3, we are evaluating deformation impact on the right node,
which is also plotted in Fig. 3c.

(a) Compute the Gaussian response of all adjacent nodes
(Fig. 3a). For the adjacent node, line up the points, which
are 1.75 and 3.5 standard deviation
(e:g:fx1:75w left; y1:75w leftg) away from the current Gaussian
center as below (Fig. 3b):

fx1:75w left; y1:75w leftg; fx3:5w left; y3:5w leftg



Fig. 3. Quantification of deformation from node right in (a) to node left. The ranges covered by the straight-line segments of node left are very sensitive to additive signals,
which possesses high curvature. The active range of S2(x) is designed to be the high curvature range of node right. We are using the area affected by this high-curvature range
to measure the deformation from the right node to the left.
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fx3:5w right; y3:5w rightg; fx1:75w right; y1:75w rightg;

(b) Compute the difference between this line and the response
curve of Gaussian node (Fig. 3d). We denote it as Function
S1ðxÞ.
(c) Generate a rectangle waveform of response value 1, between
position fx1w left ; y1w leftg and fx1w right ; y1w rightg, whic aj h are
within a standard deviation away from the Gaussian cen-
troid of the currently assessed node (Fig. 3e). We denote this
waveform as Function S2ðxÞ.
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(d) Find the intersection between non-zero ranges of two func-
tions S1ðxÞandS2ðxÞ, and name this range as ½x1; x2� (Fig. 3f).
So we can compute the normalized deformation impact
from node i (left) to node j (right) in Eq. (15). We normalize
the equation with amplitude ai and, so a node j of higher
amplitude or a node i of lower amplitude will introduce
more deformation impact to node i.

Iij ¼
Z x2

x1

S1ðxÞ � S2ðxÞdx � aiaj ð15Þ

(e) Compute total deformation impact on node j by summing up
deformation impacts from all its adjacent nodes:

Ij ¼
Xj�1

i¼1

Iij þ
Xn
i¼jþ1

Iij ð16Þ

(f) Rank total deformation impacts of all nodes increasingly.
Linearly adjust initially fitted nodes based on this order.

2.2.3. Non-linear final optimization step
The final non-linear optimization step is designed to fine-tune

the fitted Gaussian nodes. It is built on the non-negative LM opti-
mization, which has been widely used in the literature for param-
eter adjustment of non-linear curve fitting. Our final non-linear
optimization step is carried out on the noisy original waveform.
With the previously linearly adjusted Gaussian nodes, it is less
probable to trap the LM iteration in a state of local minimal error.
Furthermore, it is expected that lower number of iterations are
needed to be carried out in the LM optimization. A last check is
triggered to avoid missing nodes by looking at fit residuals. The
absolute maximum value is estimated from the difference between
LM optimized fitting and the original noisy raw input waveform. If
the absolute maximum value is greater than three times the stan-
dard deviation of the noise signal, a node fitting procedure would
be used on the smoothed residual waveform (following previously
mentioned procedures). If new nodes are added, the non-negative
LM optimization would be carried out once again to adjust the final
Gaussian fits.

2.3. Accuracy assessment

Our LAIGD method is compared with the typical Gaussian
decomposition method which in this paper would be abbreviated
as the GD method. The GD method has been extensively used for
analyzing LVIS signals and associated LVIS-derived products. As a
sensor similar to LVIS will be shortly installed on the Interna-
tional Space Station through the Global Ecosystems Dynamics
Investigation Lidar (GEDI) mission we wanted to contrast our
methodology with the prevailing method associated with LVIS
data products.

Three statistical error estimations are calculated to evaluate the
waveform regression results, namely root-mean-square-error
(RMSE), relative squared error (RSE) (Lehmann, 2006) and relative
RMSE (rRMSE) (Klein, 1991), calculated as:
RMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

X
ðy� ŷÞ2

r
ð17Þ

RSE ¼
P ðy� ŷÞ2P ðyÞ2

ð18Þ

rRMSE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
N

X
ððy� ŷÞ=yÞ2

r
� 100% ð19Þ
where ŷ is the fitted response using LAIGD method and N the total
number of samples. The accuracy statistics are calculated only using
the waveform segment, the responses of which are greater than
three times the standard deviation of background noise signals.

Though RMSE is a popular formula to measure the error rate of
regression models, this variable, however, would only reflect the
absolute error. The waveforms, in our case, have different maxi-
mum responses and overall signal strength. Thus, we also bring
RSE and rRMSE in the evaluation process. RSE, used as a normal-
ized error rate, compares the errors from different waveform with
different area and variation. The rRMSE measures the relative error
of different data. For the same amount of absolute error, the lower
input waveform response, the higher the rRMSE would be.
3. Datasets

Two datasets were used in our study, one containing airborne
LVIS data and another simulated dataset to examine further algo-
rithmic improvements.

Airborne LVIS Data. Accuracy assessment took place on a wide
variety of LiDAR waveforms from different land cover types. The
data acquisition was performed in August 24–26, 2009 in the
Onondaga county, NY using a LVIS laser scanner. The LVIS sensor
is a full-waveform laser scanner, which records from transmitted
pulse to ground returned echoes completely. Within each wave-
form, a total of 432 time bins were recorded. The scanner’s fixed
beam divergence produces an average footprint size of 20 m. The
laser pulse wavelength is 1064 nm. The sampling frequency is
1 GHz leading to the vertical resolution of 0.15 m. The specifica-
tions of the airborne LVIS full-waveform laser scanner are pre-
sented in Blair et al. (1999b). The sampled areas were selected
based on the visual interpretation of aerial images and discrete
return LiDAR data. A total of 4166 plots (i.e. LVIS footprints) were
sampled, including 1096 for deciduous forest, 554 for coniferous
forest, 986 for shrub canopy, 230 for grass, 634 for residential
and 666 for urban area.

Synthetic LiDAR Data. To evaluate further model performance
9600 computer-generated LiDAR full-waveforms were assessed.
These samples are designed to mimic the real returned waveforms
with different levels of complexity. The synthetic waveforms are
generated with similar noise level and sampling rate as LVIS wave-
form data. This gives our synthetic waveform similar sampling
deformation (i.e. sampling smooths out the signals of higher fre-
quency than sampling rate) and Gaussian standard deviation as
the LVIS waveform signals. Noise is introduced with an absolute
standard deviation value 0.5 and the sampling rate is set to
0.1 ns. The synthetic LiDAR waveforms are composed of Gaussian
nodes with a count between one and five. The standard deviation
of each Gaussian function is between 0.17 ns and 1 ns, which is
concluded from the real LVIS data and greater than the standard
deviation of the transmitted pulse. The minimum distances
between each Gaussian centers are equally distributed between 0
and 6 ns. The total area below the final waveform is set to be a
fixed value of 160 to normalize the amplitude of each Gaussian
function based on their standard deviation values and areas
beneath their individual Gaussian curve.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Decomposition accuracy of observed LVIS data

The LVIS sensor characteristics are similar to the planned NASA
mission to install the Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation
Lidar (GEDI) on the International Space Station. The scientific goal
of GEDI is to ‘‘improve quantification and understanding of the
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Earth’s carbon cycle and biodiversity”. Therefore, of particular
interest is algorithmic performance over vegetated classes to
assess forest vertical profile decomposition. Table 1 and Fig. 4 pre-
sent a comparison of our proposed method with the prevailing
Gaussian decomposition method (Hofton et al., 2000), referred to
as the GDmethod. The RMSE, RSE and rRMSE statistics suggest that
the decomposition derived from the LAIGD method exhibits con-
siderable less error that the one derived using the GD method.
The RMSE values of coniferous, deciduous and shrub types are
1.065, 1.074 and 1.309, respectively. These values are approxi-
mately two to three times of the standard deviation of the constant
background noise, which is 0.47. Consequently, not only our results
offer considerable improvements over the existing method but
they are also approaching the limits of optimal decomposition con-
sidering the error magnitude proximity to the signal noise.

The RSE statistic allows us to compare regression accuracy
among different land cover types as it is a normalized error rate.
Two encouraging observations can be made. First, the coniferous
error is now similar to the deciduous one. Coniferous vertical
structure and density have been resulted into more challenging
biomass estimations (Zhuang et al., 2015). Secondly, decomposi-
tion errors for shrubs have been greatly reduced. Shrubs, while
with lower carbon stock compared to forests, offer significant bio-
diversity benefits as crucial wildlife habitats, especially for avian
biodiversity (Hyde et al., 2005; Pinotti et al., 2012). Looking more
closely at relative class performance, the deciduous forests are
composed of multiple canopy layers with different optical thick-
ness and overlap. Compared with ground surfaces or other man-
made surface, the returned pulses have relatively lower amplitude,
wider standard deviation. The derivative points in smoothed wave-
form of deciduous forest would be less affected by sampling defor-
mation, which effectively contribute to the good fit of the GD
method. On the other hand, the relatively lower response from
deciduous forest would also lead to a lower absolute error, when
the bias is at the same level. This could, in some extent, account
for the lower error in vegetation canopies and higher errors in
urban and residential types for our method.

The rRMSE statistic offers a complementary view in algorithmic
performance in weak signal responses. Among all classes the pro-
posed method clearly outperforms the benchmark. Relatively
higher rRMSE values can be observed in grass, residential and
urban classes. A possible reason may be that the waveforms from
those types are mostly separate peaks with limited overlap, there-
fore there is a higher chance to include a high proportion of signal
points with weak responses in these waveforms.

4.2. Decomposition accuracy of synthetic data

The synthetic data are generated with Gaussian nodes of known
centroid, standard deviation and amplitude. Here, we compare the
characteristics of the identified nodes from our LAIGD method and
the GD method with the known node parameters. To further assess
Table 1
Error averages per land class for the proposed and benchmark methods.

RMSE

Land cover Number of waveforms LAIGD GD

Coniferous 554 1.065 2.12
Deciduous 1096 1.074 1.25
Shrub 986 1.309 3.27
Grass 230 2.076 5.96
Residential 634 2.948 3.70
Urban 666 1.965 3.06
Weighted averagea 1.528 2.76

a Weighted by the proportion of sample size of each land cover type.
performance across waveforms of different complexity, the syn-
thetic waveforms are grouped by number of Gaussian nodes and
degree of overlap. The degree of overlap is defined as the ratio
between the waveform area occupied from overlapping Gaussians
and the waveform area covered by the entire waveform. The over-
lapping ranges are the intersection among each Gaussian node
with three standard deviation buffers.

Tables 2–4 exhibit fitting accuracy improvements of the pro-
posed method versus the benchmark. Dashes indicate cases not
tested due to limited (or no) applicability (e.g. in the first row a sin-
gle node cannot have overlap). Each cell in the tables expresses the
average over 200 simulations. A clear pattern emerges: as signal
complexity increases, demonstrated by higher number of nodes
and signal overlap, so do the improvements offered by our method.
In complex signals the improvements can reach 50% or higher.
When there is only one Gaussian node or two Gaussian nodes
without any overlap, our method may underperform.

This could be attributed to the GD fitting process, where more
nodes are used than required. This overfitting behavior of the GD
method might be due to its strict node identification criteria to
detect the overlapping node in a single search. This may cause
the GD method to detect a higher number of node candidates than
the actual number to make sure there is no undetected node.

The accuracy of the top and ground returns was evaluated using
the proposed and benchmark decomposition results and their con-
trast with the synthetic data. With respect to ground detection, the
obtained results in Table 5 indicate a considerable improvement
for the proposed method. The ‘‘greedy” approach followed by the
GD benchmark method fails to accurately detect ground returns
in overlapping nodes. In contrast, the proposed method offers con-
sistent results that are affected to a much lesser degree by the sig-
nal complexity. In the ground case the return signal may be mixed
with delayed above ground object returns (e.g. signal bouncing
inside lower canopy before reaching sensor) and/or low height
objects (e.g. shrubs) (Zhuang and Mountrakis, 2014a). Therefore,
the observed improvements in ground return identification are a
significant step forward for waveform LiDAR processing. Consider-
ing the importance that ground return identification plays in vari-
ous LiDAR-derived products, such as canopy height, biomass
estimation, carbon pools measurement and hydrological topogra-
phy we consider ground identification improvements offered by
our method as the most important advancement offered by our
approach.

The top return was defined as three half widths from the center
of the first Gaussian and the ground return was defined as the cen-
ter of the last Gaussian. Results from the top return accuracy esti-
mation are provided in Table 6. We should note that the top return
detection task is not as challenging as the ground return detection
as the top return signal is not distorted by the different object lay-
ers. Since top return is a relatively easy task our intention is not to
demonstrate a significant outperformance of our proposed
method, rather that it is consistent with the GD approach and does
RSE (*10�3) rRMSE (*10�2)

LAIGD GD LAIGD GD

6 0.986 2.301 0.252 0.989
1 0.984 1.234 0.293 0.424
2 0.420 1.850 0.301 1.837
1 0.536 2.399 1.080 4.744
1 1.170 3.711 0.590 2.490
1 3.130 6.110 1.016 3.765
8 1.198 2.742 0.494 1.921



Fig. 4. Logarithmic box plots of RMSE, RSE and rRMSE on different land cover types using the GD and our LAIGD method. Rectangles depict 25, 50 and 75 percentiles, outer
lines 10 and 90 percentiles, outliers visualized as red crosses. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)

Table 2
RMSE percent decrease of LAIGD over the GD benchmark method.

Number of nodes Degree of overlap Average

None (0, 0.1] (0.1, 0.2] (0.2, 0.3] (0.3, 0.4] (0.4, 0.5] (0.5, 0.6] (0.6, 0.7] (0.7, 0.8] (0.8, 0.9]

1 �3.5% – – – – – – – – – �3.5%
2 �7.0% 10.4% 3.0% 14.3% 13.1% 15.8% 27.9% 51.3% 58.7% 58.1% 24.6%
3 12.9% 19.2% 11.8% 14.0% 16.6% 20.1% 26.7% 34.7% 40.8% 38.8% 23.6%
4 22.0% 23.7% 17.8% 19.3% 18.9% 26.8% 27.8% 28.2% 33.7% 31.9% 25.0%
5 – 32.8% 26.1% 28.2% 24.1% 23.8% 21.2% 23.0% 25.2% 25.5% 25.5%
6 – – 31.6% 31.0% 29.5% 29.0% 26.6% 28.2% 27.0% 22.6% 28.2%

Average 6.1% 21.5% 18.1% 21.3% 20.4% 23.1% 26.0% 33.1% 37.1% 35.4% 24.6%
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not produce any unexpected errors. Performance between the two
decomposition methods is comparable with a small benefit offered
by the proposed approach. As signal complexity increases so does
the distance error.
4.3. Execution time

A last item for consideration is execution time. We should
emphasize that neither of the algorithms are optimized for execu-
tion speed therefore readers should concentrate on general relative



Table 3
RSE percent decrease of LAIGD over the GD benchmark method.

Number of nodes Degree of Overlap Average

None (0, 0.1] (0.1, 0.2] (0.2, 0.3] (0.3, 0.4] (0.4, 0.5] (0.5, 0.6] (0.6, 0.7] (0.7, 0.8] (0.8, 0.9]

1 9.7% – – – – – – – – – 9.7%
2 �36.4% 11.0% 6.7% 21.8% 30.8% 30.5% 46.4% 79.4% 77.0% 79.5% 34.7%
3 8.0% 32.7% 12.2% 17.0% 27.7% 27.2% 40.2% 54.7% 59.0% 61.5% 34.0%
4 34.9% 35.5% 23.6% 23.5% 24.3% 40.0% 37.2% 34.9% 43.5% 44.1% 34.1%
5 – 58.5% 41.0% 47.8% 31.3% 27.4% 29.2% 31.4% 29.7% 33.7% 36.7%
6 – – 49.9% 46.8% 48.0% 48.8% 36.8% 36.3% 35.1% 31.7% 41.7%

Average 4.0% 34.4% 26.7% 31.4% 32.4% 34.8% 38.0% 47.3% 48.9% 50.1% 35.5%

Table 4
rRMSE percent decrease of LAIGD over the GD benchmark method.

Number of nodes Degree of Overlap Average

None (0, 0.1] (0.1, 0.2] (0.2, 0.3] (0.3, 0.4] (0.4, 0.5] (0.5, 0.6] (0.6, 0.7] (0.7, 0.8] (0.8, 0.9]

1 �4.8% – – – – – – – – – �4.8%
2 37.6% 22.6% 18.4% 46.1% 32.2% 44.8% 52.9% 79.7% 80.4% 80.7% 49.5%
3 58.3% 49.0% 52.5% 56.1% 56.4% 56.1% 58.9% 70.4% 72.4% 63.6% 59.4%
4 60.6% 60.6% 48.1% 52.6% 54.7% 61.8% 58.5% 61.0% 66.6% 62.5% 58.7%
5 – 66.2% 58.1% 61.6% 54.5% 58.5% 54.9% 54.9% 55.6% 54.9% 57.7%
6 – – 60.4% 58.6% 60.3% 60.1% 56.9% 57.8% 52.0% 52.5% 57.3%

Average 37.9% 49.6% 47.5% 55.0% 51.6% 56.3% 56.4% 64.8% 65.4% 62.8% 55.2%

Table 5
Average distance in waveform sampling units between the detected and actual location of ground return position. LAIGD method in text and GD method in parentheses.

Distance (in Sampling Unit)

Number of nodes Degree of overlap Average

None (0, 0.1] (0.1, 0.2] (0.2, 0.3] (0.3, 0.4] (0.4, 0.5] (0.5, 0.6] (0.6, 0.7] (0.7, 0.8] (0.8, 0.9]

1 0.1 (0.9) – – – – – – – – – 0.0 (0.9)
2 0.1 (1.6) 0.1 (5.7) 0.2 (7.0) 0.3 (8.9) 0.3 (9.7) 1.0 (10.7) 1.2 (11.2) 1.4 (12.2) 2.4 (13.0) 3.2 (13.2) 1.0 (9.30)
3 0.6 (9.9) 0.7 (9.6) 0.7 (9.5) 0.8 (10.4) 0.9 (11.5) 1.1 (11.7) 1.5 (12.6) 1.9 (12.7) 2.5 (12.8) 2.7 (13.2) 1.3 (11.4)
4 0.7 (11.3) 0.2 (9.9) 1.1 (10.4) 0.8 (10.4) 0.8 (10.7) 0.8 (10.8) 2.1 (11.2) 2.2 (12.0) 2.1 (12.5) 2.6 (12.3) 1.3 (11.2)
5 – 1.9 (11.1) 0.9 (10.6) 1.6 (10.5) 0.9 (10.6) 1.4 (11.3) 2.2 (11.4) 1.7 (11.3) 2.4 (11.5) 2.6 (11.9) 1.7 (11.1)
6 – – 1.3 (11.1) 0.9 (10.7) 1.0 (11.4) 1.2 (10.7) 1.2 (11.0) 1.8 (11.3) 1.9 (11.6) 2.9 (11.6) 1.5 (11.2)

Average 0.3 (5.9) 0.7 (9.1) 0.8 (9.7) 0.9 (10.2) 0.8 (10.8) 1.1 (11.0) 1.7 (11.5) 1.8 (11.9) 2.3 (12.3) 2.8 (12.5) 1.3 (10.6)

Table 6
Average distance in waveform sampling units between the detected and actual location of top return position. LAIGD method in text and GD method in parentheses.

Distance (in Sampling Units)

Number of nodes Degree of overlap Average

None (0, 0.1] (0.1, 0.2] (0.2, 0.3] (0.3, 0.4] (0.4, 0.5] (0.5, 0.6] (0.6, 0.7] (0.7, 0.8] (0.8, 0.9]

1 0.2 (0.2) – – – – – – – – – 0.2 (0.2)
2 1.8 (1.8) 1.4 (4.8) 1.8 (4.1) 1.1 (3.3) 1.3 (3.2) 1.1 (2.9) 2.2 (3.9) 2.0 (4.6) 3.6 (5.9) 4.2 (7.0) 2.1 (4.2)
3 2.0 (2.0) 2.7 (2.5) 2.8 (3.5) 2.9 (3.7) 2.4 (3.7) 3.2 (3.9) 3.3 (4.1) 3.5 (4.7) 6.7 (7.9) 6.5 (11.0) 3.6 (4.7)
4 2.7 (2.6) 4.1 (4.2) 2.5 (2.4) 3.2 (3.3) 3.3 (3.3) 3.4 (3.0) 4.2 (4.3) 4.4 (4.6) 6.7 (6.9) 7.3 (7.8) 4.2 (4.2)
5 – 3.9 (3.7) 3.4 (3.3) 4.7 (4.5) 4.3 (3.8) 3.2 (3.2) 5.8 (5.7) 5.7 (5.6) 6.6 (6.8) 8.1 (8.4) 5.1 (5.0)
6 – – 4.1 (4.1) 4.4 (4.2) 3.9 (3.7) 4.7 (4.4) 4.2 (4.0) 5.0 (5.1) 6.5 (5.9) 6.3 (6.8) 4.9 (4.8)

Average 1.7 (1.7) 3.1 (3.8) 2.9 (3.5) 3.3 (3.8) 3.0 (3.5) 3.1 (3.5) 3.9 (4.4) 4.1 (4.9) 6.0 (6.7) 6.5 (8.2) 3.8 (4.5)
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execution time differences and not absolute execution times.
Table 7 contrasts execution time without any multi-thread opti-
mization involved. While none of the methods is specifically opti-
mized for execution time suggesting that there is room for
improvement, we can conclude that our method is approximately
twice as fast as the GD approach. We attribute these improvements
to the proposed method’s ability to lower the redundancy in the
detected Gaussian nodes by using the iterative linear procedure,
so a lower number of parameters with good approximations are
forwarded to the time-consuming non-linear LM optimization in
the last step. The speed advantage of our method is especially
important considering application of the proposed method to
upcoming high-volume satellite-derived GEDI observations.
Finally, as expected, both methods become more time-intensive
as signal complexity increases.
5. Conclusion

In this paper, a linearly approximated iterative Gaussian
Decomposition method (LAIGD) has been created to fit and decom-
pose full-waveform LiDAR signals into a set of single Gaussian



Table 7
Code execution time of the LAIGD method and GDmethod (in parenthesis). Note none of the methods are optimized, results should be used only for relative comparisons between
the two methods.

Code execution time (in seconds per waveform)

Number of nodes Degree of overlap Average

None (0, 0.1] (0.1, 0.2] (0.2, 0.3] (0.3, 0.4] (0.4, 0.5] (0.5, 0.6] (0.6, 0.7] (0.7, 0.8] (0.8, 0.9]

1 0.3 (0.1) – – – – – – – – – 0.3 (0.1)
2 0.4 (0.3) 0.4 (0.7) 0.4 (0.6) 0.5 (0.4) 0.5 (0.4) 0.5 (0.4) 0.6 (0.4) 0.6 (0.3) 0.6 (0.2) 0.4 (0.1) 0.5 (0.4)
3 0.6 (1.2) 0.5 (2.4) 0.6 (2.5) 0.6 (2.4) 0.7 (1.8) 0.7 (1.8) 0.7 (1.9) 0.7 (1.0) 0.7 (0.9) 0.6 (0.6) 0.6 (1.6)
4 0.8 (2.0) 0.9 (2.9) 1.0 (4.0) 1.0 (4.0) 1.0 (3.9) 1.1 (3.9) 1.1 (3.9) 1.1 (3.0) 1.1 (2.3) 0.9 (1.7) 1.0 (3.2)
5 – 1.6 (3.1) 1.8 (4.8) 2.0 (6.0) 2.2 (6.4) 2.6 (5.8) 2.6 (5.8) 2.5 (5.9) 2.4 (5.7) 2.1 (3.1) 2.2 (5.3)
6 – – 5.0 (5.0) 4.2 (4.9) 3.1 (4.9) 4.6 (5.0) 4.7 (5.0) 4.4 (5.9) 4.3 (6.9) 3.9 (7.0) 4.3 (5.6)

Average 0.5 (0.9) 0.9 (2.2) 1.8 (3.4) 1.7 (3.6) 1.5 (3.5) 1.9 (3.4) 1.9 (3.5) 1.9 (3.2) 1.8 (3.2) 1.6 (2.5) 1.6 (3.0)
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nodes. Initially, we assumed each Gaussian node is superimposed
on a complete or a piecewise first-order linear function (a
straight-line segment), while fitting the parameters of Gaussian
nodes with cropped waveform. The fitted parameters of Gaussian
nodes are then linearly adjusted based on the overlaps with their
adjacent nodes. By using this two-step iterative structure, new
nodes are continuously discovered from the residual waveform
between the original input waveform and the previously adjusted
fitting until a good fit is achieved. By using a non-linear LM opti-
mization, the final parameter estimates are generated. Our LAIGD
method is then tested with LVIS large-footprint full-waveform
data, which have been manually classified into six land cover
types. Most of the waveforms are fitted with RMSE values smaller
than three standard deviation of the noise signal. The RMSE, RSE
and rRMSE values for the LAIGD method from all land classes are
lower than those from the GD method, where RMSE improvements
from each class range from 14.1% lower in the deciduous class to
65.2% lower in the grass class. The rRMSE values also shows better
performance of LAIGD method in fitting the tail section of wave-
forms. From the tests of using 9600 synthetic noisy waveforms
with different number of nodes and degrees of overlap, our LAIGD
method shows higher improvement as signal complexity increases.
From the comparisons with actual node parameters from the syn-
thetic waveforms, we find that LAIGD provides better fitting char-
acteristics and better performance in detecting the first and last
nodes, which are critical features in multiple LiDAR product cre-
ation. Finally, the multi-step iterative LAIGD method reduces com-
putation times in half compared to the GD method. To conclude,
the proposed method could significantly improve waveform LiDAR
signal processing, both in terms of accuracy and execution speed.
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